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Are Multiple Cross-Correlation Identities better 

than just Two? Improving the Estimate of Time 

Difference-of-Arrivals from Blind Audio Signals

THE PROBLEM

Given an unknown audio source, the estimation of time differences-of-

arrivals (TDOAs) can be efficiently and robustly solved using blind 

channel identification and exploiting the cross-correlation identity (CCI). 

Prior ``blind'' works have improved the estimate of TDOAs by means of 

different algorithmic solutions and optimization strategies, while always 

sticking to the case N = 2 microphones. But what if we can obtain a 

direct improvement in performance by just increasing N?

In this paper we try to investigate this direction, showing that, despite 

the arguable simplicity, this is capable of (sharply) improving upon state-

of-the-art blind channel identification methods based on CCI, without 

modifying the computational pipeline. Inspired by our results, we seek 

to warm up the community and the practitioners by paving the way 

(with two concrete, yet preliminary, examples) towards joint approaches 

in which advances in the optimization are combined with an increased 

number of microphones, in order to achieve further improvements.
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OUR CONTRIBUTION

• We extend the experimental validation of the state-of-the-art method 

based on CCI (IL1C [Crocco & Del Bue 2016]) on a variety of audio-

signals ( synthetic pink/white noise, two different plastic rustles, an 

adult male voice, dog barking, stapler and hand-clapping), while also 

considering N = 3, 4, 5 or N =10 microphones (N = 2 was only 

considered in [Crocco & Del Bue 2016]). 

• By increasing the number of microphones, we achieve an increased 

robustness towards outliers and a better accuracy in estimating 

TDOAs - without changing the computational pipeline of the 

backbone method.

• We propose a novel ensemble strategy in which pairs of microphones 

are fused to improve the estimation of TDOAs:
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(Left) Average Peak Position

Mismatch (APPM) error metric for

IL1C [Crocco & Del Bue 2016] when

N=2,3,4,5,10. Synthetic source noise

are denoted in italic, while bold

italic refers to the natural source

signal considered in this study. For

each source signal, we provide an

histogram visualization to better

perceive the variability of the error

metrics: the range of variability of

each data bar is normalized within

each different source. A better

performance corresponds to a lower

APPM value or, equivalently, to a

lower bar. The value s quantifies the

impact of the additive Gaussian

noise on the registered signal: we

span the case s=0.01 (easier) to s=1

(harder), while transitioning on the

intermediate cases s=0.1,0.2 and

s=0.5. (Right) The same

experimental validation is reported

for the Average Percentage of

Unmatched Peaks (APUP) error

metric.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Incremental Addition of Microphones? 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Danilo Greco1,2, Jacopo Cavazza1,3, Alessio Del Bue1,3

Optimizing over the Acoustic Impulse 

Responses (AIR), one per microphone

Casting the CCI as a loss function: the audio 

that each microphone acquires from the source 

must “agree” with the other microphones. 

See [Crocco & Del Bue 2016]

(iterative pre-conditioning)

(sparsity-inducing prior)

(positivity constraint)

Ensemble Mechanisms?

IL1C

IL1C

of IL1C
NO. It leads to “overfit” the 
single microphone, lacking of any 

improvement over the baseline 

where all microphones are 

considered in a joint manner.

1. Split the N microphones into pairs, 

generating many N=2 

subproblems.

2. Solve each subproblem, generating 

candidate solutions.

3. Aggregate the AIR corresponding 

to the same microphone by 

averaging across different 

candidate solutions.

YES! Improvements over the baseline


